
+100

+500

Does the game have microtransactions?

Does the game have a 
“premium” currency that you 
can buy with real money?

Can you earn this 
“premium” currency 

through normal 
gameplay?

In-game currency is made to 
distance you from the its actual 

value and encourage you to 
spend more.

This severely and 
intentionally limits 

your options.

Is it possible to 
complete the game 
without spending 

money?

This grants you 
access to all of the 
game’s content, 

though at a greatly 
reduced rate.

This game probably 
isn’t trying to exploit you 

directly!

#PAYWALL
You can’t play 
unless you pay.

Are there items or boosts 
that are only obtainable if 

you purchase them?

YES

YES NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

NO

This game seems fair 
on on all of its players.

#PAY2WIN
You’ll never keep up if 

you can’t pay up.

Are these items 
cosmetic?

Cosmetic items don’t make 
the game easier, but they 

can be fun to collect.

Items that give players an 
advantage, or items that 

bypass gameplay to speed up 
the “win”, are often undair.

YES
NO

Does the game regularly prompt 
you to purchase content?

Often “shop” screens will 
pop up on their own.

Is it clear that these 
purchase prompts 
cost real money?
This can be indicated 

with real currency 
symbols: $

#ACCIDENTALSPENDING
This game wants you to 
spend money whether 

you want to or not!

This game clearly 
labels its purchases.

If a game doesn’t 
label its purchases, it’s 
trying to take money 

unexpectedly!

Does the game reward you 
for sharing with friends?

YES

NO

NOYES

Social games can be a fun 
experience, but this model 

can be done badly.

#SHAREWALL
This game doesn’t 

require you to pester 
the people you know.

You can’t play unless 
you’ve gathered *this 

many* more customers.

Can you complete the 
game without sharing it?

YESNO

NO

YES

Does the game have 
mandatory waiting periods 

between actions?

Can you spend money or 
share the game with friends to 
bypass these waiting periods?

The developer created the 
waiting problem so that 

they could sell you a way to 
get around it.

Then you’re stuck 
waiting. I hope it’s 

a fun game.

Are you punished if you 
don’t return to your game 

within a certain time?

YES

NO

YES

This is the “crop withering” 
method. You are discouraged 

from quitting the game.

Does the game require 
“grinding” to progress?

Grinding consists of doing the 
same thing over and over 

again in order to accumulate 
money, levels, etc. It is a way of 
artificially padding the game.

NO

#WAITINGGAME
This game takes forever 

to play, and it’s not 
exactly fulfilling.

This game doesn’t 
make you spend time 

waiting to progress.

Is the game fun?

Despite everything, a game with these features can still be an enjoyable experience. We want this flowchart 
to help you start thinking about the techniques in mobile games that are designed to exploit you. Not every 
technique is bad in and of itself, but they are often applied in order to subvert your rational decision making 

skills. Play the games you enjoy, but don’t support the developers that don’t support you!

Which hashtags did your game come up with? 
Add up your point total to compare your results! 

Don’t forget to tweet us at @FightThePaywall.

With all of this in mind...

YES

NO

#PAYWALL

#PAY2WIN

#WAITINGGAME

#SHAREWALL #ACCIDENTALSPENDING

+500

+500

+500

+500

+100

+300

+100

+100

+100

+100

+100

+300
???

YES

NO

NO

YES

Microtransactions are in-game 
purchases that require real money.

How does your mobile game treat you?
Follow this flowchart and tweet the tags you come up with, 

alongside the name of the game you’re testing. Add up its point 
value if you want to compare it to other games!

@FightThePaywall

UPFRONT COST
If you paid for the game, 

these techniques are even 
more unethical. Double the 

points earned.

x2

KID’S GAME
If it’s a game designed 

for kids, these techniques 
are even more unethical. 
Double the points earned.

x2


